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CKG COVID-19 Town Hall Q&A 
Thursday, March 18, 2021 

 
1. Q: Is there a different CVX and TIME Billing Option setup if we are only using TIME billing (We have a different   

     EMR)? 
A: The CVX code isn’t needed for TIME Billing only clients. Created COVID vaccine service codes and  
     update interface translation table.  

 

2. Q: We have to report the patients who receive the COVID vaccine in NHSN.  Is there a report in TIME that 

     shows the patients who have received the COVID vaccine? 

A: Medication Utilization Report - A separate Med Class will need to be setup and add immunization for       

     all of them.  

A: Admin Services Clinical Report - Select the service code then run it for COVID codes. 

A: Immunization Report - This will display which patients were given the vaccine in or out of the clinics. A  

    client found this to be best one step process. 

A: CKG will be creating a report to display NHSN requirements. 

A: A client stated their patients are getting COVID vaccine outside their clinics. 

 

3. Q: Do you have any information that you can share on roster billing for the covid vaccine? specifically for the  

     MCRHMO patients. 

A: Please refer to CKG-FOCUS COVID Quick Guide page 10. 

 

4. Q: Has anyone completed the form and successfully roster billed? 

A: A client had issues with roster billing asking for value codes (lab readings) that they are unsure  

    if they are needed and have found nothing stating it is needed. So, wondering if this is a MAC  

   edit issue or if they should be putting these readings in. Might be a MAC edit. 

 

5. Q: Is the Roster Billing form related to COVID only? We have roster billed in the past and had no issues? 

A: No, this is existing for all vaccines, but each form is to be filled out for each type of vaccine. 

 

6. Q: What are other clients doing to bill Original Medicare on their MA patients? Are they all doing this  

     manually? 

A: Working on billing manually via roster billing. 

A: A client has tried both. Manually in from our clearinghouse, and roster billing (which has specific  

requirements for ESRD). 

A: Roster billed, but the CMS edits send the claims to RTP for missing condition codes, value codes, etc. 

 

7. Q: Should the revenue code be 0771 for only the roster billing or all vaccine admins? 

A: All vaccines. 

 

8. Q: Do you know if a value code for hemoglobin or hematocrit is required for the covid vaccine? 

A: No one has heard of this requirement. 


